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Presidents Report July 2015

Hi Troops - Time to bore you again.
Our annual show preparations are well on the way and we are now receiving bookings and
enquiries, but we are well short of our record, so this leaves the spaces for club members to
display??? Hint, Hint - We do have extra space available at this new Venue and it would be a great
time to display your collections. We also altered the floor plan and can now accommodate even more
displayers. We do have a lot of members and most of you have great collections. Our show is a good
chance to let the non-collecting public reminisce with items from their past and for the younger
generation to question things of past years as that is how they learn. You may even pick up a good
lead from displaying, sparking a reaction like: ‘’we have one of those at home that belonged to Dad
that you might be interested in buying for your collection.’’
If you did not receive a show pack and would like to be a trader or displayer at our 2015 Show, please
contact Show Manager Richard Arman or Editor, Sue Rawlings to request a copy or better still, log into
www.collectorsbendigo.com.au and download a copy. As a matter of interest Mathew has also
included many forms, applications and links which are very helpful for shooters, collectors and
potential new members.
For members' interest, the 2015 Show dates will be Saturday and Sunday August 22nd and 23rd.
Please mark your calendars as we hope to see many of you attending and or helping.
Next club shoot day will be Sunday 19th July, same place,
same time, beeeeeeeee there.
Annual Subscriptions fell due at the end of June. Remember
it is your responsibility to renew and not the clubs job to
‘baby’ you, so please attend to renewing your club subs
ASAP. Firearms license holders and those members who
collect prohibited or controlled weapons must renew their
annual membership to retain their collector’s Status and
not damage the GCCA’s credibility.
In closing, as mentioned, we do have a lot of members, but only a handful
who are enthusiastic enough to display. Surely if you devote your life to put
together a collection, why not let it be appreciated by many people and not
just yourself in private. Yes it is a little bit of work and a little bit of your
time, but it can have large rewards in leads and recognition. Don’t forget the
Club has purchased many more lockable Display Cases that you are welcome
to use to house your display, keeping it safe!
Again, leave this with you, in collecting
Gee Pee (Greg Penna, President)

R.I.P. Neville Leaf - It is with great sadness that I follow last month’s wonderful
article about our trip to visit Neville Leaf’s incredible collection, with the news of
his death. Neville will be remembered not only for his actual collection but
rather for his passion in sharing it! I believe he got immense pleasure from other
people’s enjoyment of his precious collectables. He was a wealth of information
about each and every item he owned. There was a story behind each piece that he
was only too happy to impart to those lucky enough to be viewing them. He
certainly had a captive audience during our visit as you can see in this
photograph!

I received an email from a friend of one of our members
who said “I knew Neville and tried to ring him the
other day only to be told that he had passed away on
the 12th of June. I met Nev
some ten or more years ago
at an engine rally and
visited him several times
over that time, and drank his excellent Mead. He will
be a great loss to the old firearm collectors but
fortunately his son is going to take over the collection.’’
Chris was spot on in his observation that Neville will
be a great loss to the Militaria & Firearms
community, and of course to his wife Marion and his
extended family who in their Notice said “’Keep on
Shooting your Cannons in the Sky” - Remembered
with Love Aways.

‘’All guns blazing for Bendigo sisters’’ by Raelee Eenjes. Bendigo Advertiser – 10/7/15
THEY have been knocking clay birds out of the sky for less than 12 months, but Bendigo sisters Sarah
and Matisse Appleby have burst onto the sports shooting scene with all guns blazing.
The Bendigo teenagers are hitting their targets and bringing home medals, sashes, prizemoney even a new rifle - from meets across Victoria and interstate.

Matisse was the first to take aim as part of Catholic College Bendigo’s shooting team last August.
“She came home from school and said to her dad, there’s a sign-up sheet for trap shooting... but
the competition is in two weeks, so you’d better teach me how to do it,” says mum Tarnya.
Dad Matthew borrowed a portable clay target thrower from his brother and gave his daughter a
crash-course in what to do.
She represented CCB at the North East Zone inter-school shoot in Echuca a fortnight later and
finished second in the junior girls section after a shoot-off for first.
“It was so nerve-wracking,” the 14-year-old recalls.
“When you missed, the whole crowd would just go ‘oooh’; and when you hit a target, they’d scream
and cheer.”
Matisse’s success at the school event led to an invitation to join the Bendigo Bank Academy of Sport
clay target squad and be coached by experienced international shooter Steve Atkins.
It didn’t take long before older sister Sarah wanted to get in on the act - and she, too, was quick
to experience success.

Both girls have held junior firearm licenses since the age of 12, but their shooting activities had
been limited to firing the occasional round at their Nan’s farm at Powlett, near Inglewood.
“Matt comes from a large shooting family and has grown up with it,” Tarnya explains.
“So we decided the girls should get their permits because they are in a family that has guns around
and we wanted them to learn about firearms safety.
“I am from Melbourne so it’s not something I was into, but I have had to get my shooter’s license
too, just so I can drive the girls and their guns around in the car!”
The Appleby girls have joined the Bendigo Gun Club with their dad and train at its Woodvale range
on Tuesdays.
Their competition results in such a short time in the sport have attracted plenty of attention.
At the 2015 national trap championships in Wagga, the pair contested the champion of champions
category and Matisse won silver in C-grade while Sarah claimed B-grade bronze.
Matisse also earned herself $600 and the overall C-grade high gun award at a shoot in Hay, NSW.
They were both successful at the three-day Commonwealth Carnival in Echuca in May, with
Matisse winning the B-grade single-barrel and Sarah taking out the ladies and junior handicap prizes,
finishing second overall on handicap and picking up bronze in the B-grade double barrel.
More recently, they contested the Bendigo club’s Queen’s Birthday shoot, Sarah won the A-grade
and overall ladies double barrel events and was the second-placed junior overall behind a New
South Wales state team member, who won a shoot-off.
Fifteen-year-old Sarah shot 161/170 for the entire day - not bad for a “beginner” gun.
Part of her prize was Puma .22 rifle, but she’s not allowed to own it because she is underage, so it is
being registered to her father.
Clay target shooting is an expensive sport - both girls use Miroku Mk10 trap guns worth about $2500
each and competition fees can be as high as $300 for a multi-day meet.
Then comes the shells.
“These girls wouldn’t be shooting today if it wasn’t for our family friends, Brendan and Jenny Coates,
who run Glen Avon Feedlot in Balranald,” said Matthew Appleby.
“They sponsor the girls for their shotgun shells.
“To put it in perspective, Matisse would have fired off 45-50 slabs of shells since she started and that
would be worth about $3000. Sarah would be up to 25 slabs.
“We just couldn’t afford it if it wasn’t for Brendan and Jenny. She was a really good field and game
shooter and was on an Australian team so she knows how expensive it is and doesn’t want our girls
to stop because of a lack of funds.

“They’re both so supportive and are very proud of the kids.”
Tarnya and Matthew joke that they will be completely broke by the time youngest child Lachlan, 11,
starts shooting (though he apparently wants to take up motor-cross instead!)
The sisters have developed very different shooting styles - Matisse is quick to say “pull” but slower
to shoot; Sarah takes her time on the call but is faster on the trigger.
“Because of this,” says their mum, “Matisse is better at single barrel and Sarah is better at double
barrel because if she misses her first shot, she’ll usually get the target with the second.”
Sarah has been elevated into A-grade and Matisse now shoots in B-grade, though their percentages
are often very close.
The pair hope to one day take aim for their country at Commonwealth or Olympic games and have
many role models helping them along their journey.
Past and present national representatives who have offered them guidance and advice include
Bendigo sharp-shooter Glenn Woodhatch, La Trobe University student Emma Cox and world cup
gold medalists Renae Birgan and Laetisha Scanlan.
The Applebys recently attended a junior development day run by the Victorian Clay Target
Association and featuring Aussie champions mentoring rising stars in small groups.
Scanlan told Matisse she had great technique, showed her how to improve it by dropping her elbow,
and gave the youngster her personal phone number to call if she needed future advice.
Birgan helped tweak Sarah’s stance and offered to give her ongoing coaching.
Expert input is vital, says Matthew, because shooters shown the correct technique from the start
improve quickly, while those who develop bad habits struggle to better their scores.
The girls are honing their skills in readiness for this year’s school shooting competition in August, as
well as state titles later in the year.
“The hardest thing for me when I first started was dropping targets,” Sarah says. “I thought it would
be easy, but I’d get so frustrated when I dropped one because I am so competitive.
“Most of my friends think what I’m doing is pretty cool - and my teachers definitely think it’s cool.”
They both love being involved in a sport not traditionally associated with females, where age is no
barrier to success and every competition provides a real blast.
“I really like it when I get into a shoot-off with older men and beat them - especially when you know
how long they’ve been doing it for,” says Sarah.
Matisse sums her feelings up simply: “I just like it when my shot turns the clay to dust”.
(Editor’s note: GCCA Member and teacher at CCB, Wayne Blakely is a Supervisor with the school’s
shooting team and very proud to be part of encouraging the Shooting Sports at the Junior level.)

The Annual Eureka Arms and Militaria Fair 2015. [Publicity before the Show in ‘The Miner’ on 2 July 2015]

Left: Real armour with real people: Holding some very fancy English and French military
uniforms is Derek Brosnan with owner of ANTIK Ben Smith.

THE Annual Eureka Arms and Militaria Fair 2015, now in its 26th
year, will be taking place on the weekend of Saturday July 11 and
Sunday July 12. Run by Ballarat Arms and Militaria Collectors
Society (BAAMCS) the weekend is so much more than a collection
of guns. Club member and owner of ANTIK, Ben Smith, describes
his business as being purveyors of the old and unusual – antiques,
collectables, old wares, taxidermy, vintage industrial pieces, coins,
jewellery, militaria and much more. They also provide medal mounting services and have a particular love
for industrial and vintage decor items including advertising, signage and garagenalia. ANTIK is located at
202 Grant Street, Golden Point (opposite the Grapes Hotel). Mr Smith added the Fair is being held in the
Wendouree Sports and Events Centre on Norman Street. “The Fair consists of local dealers, Melbourne and
certainly interstate and occasional international person will attend, as well,” he said. “It ranges in stock
from general sporting firearms and accessories through to a range of military firearms and accessories,
historical items of interest, uniforms, head gear, medals, badges, flags, paper work, pictures, maps,
basically anything with a military interest from any war, whether it be from Waterloo to the modern
conflicts in Iraq and Afghanistan. “It consists of areas of display where collectors will bring items from their
own personal; collection and put them on display and some of those items are only seen once every 10 -20
years.” Mr Smith added that the Fair is very educational for a lot of the general public, but for the true
collector or hoarder it’s a good museum day where they can get up close to some of this gear that would
otherwise be seen behind glass. There will be vehicles and historical displays and people dressed up in
various military uniforms. “The collectors love it and are always looking for a bargain and everyone seems
to take something home,” Mr Smith added. “Most families will have a connection to the military, whether
it be a distant or close relation and they can often learn about that person by talking to some of the
dealers on how to research them, enquiries about medals and medal mounting, general ideas as to what
uniforms they may have worn and things like that. “There are strict guidelines and licensing at the show,
weapons have to be secured from the general public so they can’t pick them up at will and blades are
under guidelines. There are strict local, state and federal laws that are adhered to at every fair and dealers
are almost handpicked by the Society as to their credentials.” With a full canteen, heaters and plenty to
see the Eureka Arms and Militaria Fair has something of interest for the whole family. The Fair is open on
Saturday from 9am to 3.30pm and Sunday 9am to 2.30pm. Further information can be found on the
BAAMCS website www.ballaratarms. com.au.
Ballarat Militaria Fair showcases rare and antique guns. By Erin Williams [Publicity after the Show in the
Ballarat Courier dated July 12, 2015]

HISTORY: Charlotte Borchard, 10, from Melbourne, at the 26th Annual
Eureka Arms and Militaria Fair on Sunday. Picture: Kate Healy. An
Italian flintlock gun dating back to 1780 and a Girl Guides pocket knife
were just some of the rare items at the Eureka Arms and Militaria Fair.
Held over the weekend at the Wendouree Sports and Events Centre, the
fair attracted about 700 militaria enthusiasts. The Ballarat Arms and
Militaria Collectors Society secretary, Nick Smith, said the 26th Annual Fair
had been a success despite the weather. Trader Jozef Akselrud had a large
collection of rare flintlock guns from Europe, America and the Middle East. “They are investment pieces,
for people to enjoy them,” Mr. Akselrud said.
Mr. Smith said 50 per cent of the event’s takings would be donated to Ballarat charity groups.

Golden City Collectors Assoc. Inc. of Bendigo
July Committee Meeting held at the home of Matt Carra – 2nd July 2015
Present: Greg Penna, Leighton Rawlings, Chris Jolme, Matt Carra, Les Lewis, Phil Brown,
Phil Smith, Tim Fitzgerald, Ted Spicer & Richard Penna.
Apologies: Richard Penna & Richard Arman
It was moved that apologies are accepted by L Lewis, 2nd. L Rawlings.

Carried.

Minutes of the Previous Meeting: The minutes of the 4 June 2015 Committee Meeting were read.
L Lewis moved that the minutes are accepted as a true record of that meeting. 2nd. T Fitzgerald. Carried.
Business Arising:
1. No WWI groups interested so far in being part of our Show. Tim Fitzgerald is approaching the
Bendigo RSL Museum to see if they would be prepared to put on a display outside the RSL
2. Advertising for the Annual Show. Flyers have been distributed & online advertising on Firearm
websites put in place. Sue Rawlings to arrange for paid advertising in both local papers and if
possible get articles in closer to the Show. KLFM radio advert will be organised by Karen Carr. Phil
Brown suggested we look at other radio stations as well. Tim Fitzgerald offered to place our digital
flyer on several radio station (incl. 3BO) and other community websites. Also on Events Bendigo’s
Facebook page.
3. Ramp for easy access to Annual
Show venue. Rick Thomson has
completed this project to a very high
standard with raised edges so trolley
won’t fall off, yellow strips up the
walkway indicating the edges & railing
on the top level.
4. Door Prize of weekend at
Anglesea. Sue R. to draw up entry
forms for patrons to put their name
and phone number. Also have a tick
the box section as to how they found
out about the Show.
5. The response to the Saturday night social meal has been poor but Sue R. will approach traders on
the day to explain that although not a spit roast, it will still be a substantial meal with an abundance
of pizzas to choose from and generous portions of cheesecake, pavlova, fruit flan etc. (from the
Cheesecake Shop) for sweets. Still a cheap meal for $10 and a chance to socialise!
6. Richard Arman to ring any Traders who have not responded to the mail-out as it seems some show
packages were not received and could have gone astray within Australia Post. Also Traders to be
contacted where necessary to request payment.
7. During the month of June we received the sad news that Neville Leaf (whose incredible firearms &
militaria collection we visited recently) had died. Editor to acknowledge the death of this great
collector and send a copy of the June & July issues of the Parthian Shot to his family.

Correspondence In: (34 pieces in total, summarised below)
1. 21 Annual Subscriptions (Record kept by Treasurer and Secretary)
2. 5 Show Returns (Record kept by Treasurer, Show Manager & Secretary)
3. Bendigo Bank Statement No. 199 - Ladies Committee.
4. Newsletter – A.H.A.A. of South Australia – June 2015
5. Newsletter - A. & M. C. Ass of N.S.W. – June 2015
6. Newsletter – A. & H.A.C. Guild of Victoria’s ‘Very Light’ – June 2015
7. Newsletter – A.C. Assoc. of N.T. – June 2015
8. Membership application from Steen Cartledge, Niddrie incl. paperwork & payment
9. Bendigo Bank Statement No 326 Club working account
10. Shrine of Remembrance re What’s On from July – December 2015
Correspondence Out:
1. Parthian Shot Newsletter for June 2015
Moved by T Spicer that ‘Correspondence In’ is accepted & ‘Correspondence Out’ endorsed. 2nd. M Carra.
Carried.
Treasurer’s Report: Greg Penna read out the amounts in our Trading and Investment accounts, however, a
full report has been deferred to the July General Meeting as the Treasurer was an apology tonight.
Membership Report: Harry Shaw, Maiden Gully, Vic. has applied to join the GCCA. Although photos and
most documentation was supplied, a Statutory Declaration is still needed before the application is taken to
the next step.
General Business:
1. July Shoot will be held on 19 July, a significant date from WWI as the Battle of Fromelles took
place then. The Shoot will be dedicated to the memory of those lost in that battle.
2. Club Website – the Committee needs to be updated to reflect the current members and the
2015 show package needs to be added.
3. Show preparation was discussed in detail including the following points:
 Roadside Signs at entry points into Bendigo for 2 weeks leading up to the Annual Show.
Dates need to be amended on the signs created last year to Council specifications. Sue
Rawlings to send request to: requests@bendigo.vic.gov.au to book signs on posts from
9th or 10th August to the 24th August to be addressed to Transport Engineer.
 A-Frames used for advertising on show weekend. Need to have dates changed also. Get
2 more frames made. G Penna to see R Thomson to make these and then get signwriter Darren Chamberlain to print the information needed on them.
 Chris Jolme who is in charge of Security will create 2 rosters. One for the Door in 2 hour
shifts and another for the entry to the Trader Parking area from 8am until 9.30am in the
morning and at show’s end on Sat. from 4.30 until 6pm and on Sunday from 2-4pm.
 Check feasibility of advertising on 3BO
MEETING CLOSED: 9.05 pm

CALENDAR OF EVENTS
11 & 12 July
19 July
6 August

Eureka Arms & Militaria Fair. Wendouree Sports & Events Centre. Off Norman St/Creswick Rd Junction
Collectors Shoot will be held at the Shelbourne Quarry Range at 11 am.
GCCA August Committee Meeting will be held at the home of Greg Penna

11 August

GCCA August General Meeting to be held at the Quarry Hill Community Hall, Hamlet Street at 7.30pm.
Theme: Mystery Item
Annual Arms & Collectables Show at the Bendigo Major League Multisports Complex, 1-3 Waterson Court,
Bendigo. See flyer for full details

22-23 August

Below is a brief look inside the Anglesea Beach House (a weekend at which is the Lucky Door Prize at our Annual Show). If
you wish to book it in the meantime, the current off peak cost is $225 for a weekend, $75 per night mid-week or $490 for
7 nights. I have stayed there and it’s very comfortable with everything you need & close to great well priced eating places!

To Book: Ring Rosemary on 0412 166 577 or contact me at lsrawlings@bigpond.com for a full detailed brochure
Snippets of Interest

On Tuesday 23rd June I arranged to meet my son at his local Hotel in Inglewood for an
evening meal to celebrate his birthday. I was expecting to order the usual steak or
parma, only to find that the Publican was trialling an exciting new menu. Each
Tuesday at the Empire State Hotel they have a Thai night with a 3 course meal (with 2
choices for each course) for $25.00 It turned out that the Publican (Enzo Scafati) is
a member of the GCCA who reads the newsletter I produce each month, so I thought
why not promote the idea of supporting a fellow member by giving his new venture a
plug in the Parthian Shot! If you’re looking to try something different, pop in and see
Enzo pictured left with his wife Roslyn with a sample of the Thai menu in hand.

‘Best pistol in my collection’….. A Beretta Jetfire - (Joke only!)
This is a story of self-control and marksmanship by a brave, cool-headed woman with a small pistol
against a fierce predator. What is the smallest calibre that you would trust to protect yourself? A
Beretta Jetfire testimonial.
Here is her story in her own words:
"While out walking along the edge of a pond just outside of The Villages with my soon to be exhusband, discussing property settlement and other divorce issues, we were surprised by a huge 12ft. alligator which suddenly emerged from the murky water and began charging us with its large
jaws wide open. She must have been protecting her nest because she was extremely aggressive.
“If I had not had my little Beretta Jetfire .25 calibre pistol with me, I would not be here today! Just
one shot to my estranged husband's knee cap was all it took.
The alligator got him easily and I was able to escape by just walking away at a brisk pace.
“It's one of the best pistols in my collection! Plus the amount I saved in lawyer’s fees was really
incredible."
Now you have enjoyed the joke, here are some true facts about the Jetfire Beretta and how often
it has been featured in Movies and on Television.
The Beretta 950 Series of pistols was the Italian gun maker's entry into the ultra-compact, small
caliber pocket pistol for the latter half of the 20th century. The original Italian Beretta 950B was a
.25 ACP pistol, imported into the United States from 1952 until the passage of the "Gun Control Act
of 1968". Beretta had to modify the design to comply with import restrictions and the new
"American" model had an additional 'thumb safety' and was imported after 1968 as the Model
950BS ("S" for Safety, however one cannot escape the irony of naming a model redesigned to
comply with a gun control law as the "BS" model). Any Beretta marked 950B only was imported into
the U.S. before 1968. Beretta also marketed a sister gun to the tiny 950 B/BS "Jetfire" called the
Model 950B or 950BS "Minx" which had a longer barrel and was chambered for .22 short only.
Specifications (1952 – 2003)


Type: Pistol



Caliber(s): .22 Short, .25 ACP



Weight: lbs ( kg)



Length: 4.5 in (11.4 cm)



Barrel length(s): 2.38 in (6.03 cm)



Capacity: 7



Fire Modes: Semi-Auto (SA)

Beretta 950BS (Post 1968) Jetfire - .25 ACP.
This has the thumb safety that the pre-1968 models
did not. If a film was made prior to 1969 then this
cannot be the model used.

The Beretta 950B/BS Jetfire has been used in many movies. See the list below which includes the
name of the film, the name of the actor and the name of the character they played! Some wellknown names there!!!

Film
Title

Actor

Character

Notes

Date

Thunderball

Luciana Paluzzi

Fiona Volpe

1965

Operation Crossbow

Lilli Palmer

Frieda

suppressed

1965

The Dirty Dozen

Charles Bronson

Joseph Wladisaw

suppressed

1967

Where Eagles Dare

Mary Ure

Mary Ellison

suppressed

1968

Machine Gun McCain

Gena Rowlands

Rosemary Scott

The Man With the Golden
Gun

Maud Adams

Andrea Anders

Rabid Dogs

Riccardo Cucciolla

Riccardo

1974

The Spy Who Loved Me

Barbara Bach

Maj. Anya Amasova

1977

The Hunter

Steve McQueen

Papa Thorson

1980

1969
"A water pistol?"

1974

Day of the Cobra (Il giorno
Sybil Danning
del Cobra)

Brenda

Octopussy

Maud Adams

Octopussy

1983

Code of Silence

Ralph Foody

Det. Cragie

1985

The Big Easy

John Goodman

Det. Sergeant
DeSoto

1987

Lethal Weapon

Gary Busey

Mr. Joshua

1987

Fatal Beauty

Whoopi Goldberg

Det. Rizzoli

1987

They Live

Roddy Piper

Nada

1988

Savage Beach

Patty Duffek

Pattycakes

BS-version

1989

Savage Beach

Dona Speir

Donna

BS-version

1989

Savage Beach

John Aprea

Captain Andreas

BS-version

1989

Ricochet

Denzel Washington

Nick Styles

Hard Hunted

Dona Speir

Donna Hamilton

BS-version

1992

Hard Hunted

Cynthia Brimhall

Edy Stark

BS-version

1992

Reservoir Dogs

Tim Roth

Mr. Orange

1992

Red Rock West

Dennis Hopper

Lyle

1993

Uncovered

John Wood

Cesar

Mod. 950B

1994

Uncovered

Kate Beckinsale

Julia

Mod. 950B

1994

Breakdown

M.C. Gainey

Earl

1997

Shattered Image

Anne Parillaud

Jessie Markham

1998

The Spirit

Eva Mendes

Sand Saref

2008

With pearl grips

1980

1991

and
last but not
leastBeretta
‘CSI: Miami’
2005.
Television
– The
Jetfireinwas
also featured in a 1964 episode of Doctor Who, a gold-plated
version was featured in ‘the A-Team’ between 1983 and 1987; ‘Sea Quest’ from 1993-1996; ‘Criminal
Minds’ from 2005 – present; ‘The Closer’ in 2005; ‘The Unit’ between 2006 – 2009; ‘Chuck’ from
2007 – present and last but not least ‘CSI: Miami’ in 2005.

The letter below was recently received via our Club’s email address and I believe it is well worth sharing as this
topic has been in the media on more than one occasion.
G'day
This is advance warning of a fight that may develop.
About two years ago one of the police firearms advisors to the South Australian Government proposed (in the debate
over the SA anti-bikie laws) that lever-action and pump-action longarms represented a threat if they fell into the
hands of criminal gangs. He proposed that to counter this all lever-action and pump-action longarms should be
reclassified as C category longarms. This would automatically mean that anyone who wished to own one would need
a C class licence and that licence is as we are aware restricted to pest controllers and other people with a genuine
need. These licences are very hard to get as they allow access to semi-auto longarms and the average shooter or
collector would not be able to demonstrate a genuine need. Currently collectors are allowed to have C class longarms
but these are required to be permanently deactivated. So if such a reclassification was to come about a great many
very valuable Winchesters etc. held by collectors would be reduced to junk if the collector wished to retain them.
The recent sales drive by NIOA related to the Adler lever-action shotgun appears to have given this South Australian
idea extra legs. And I am informed that the working group that advises the COAG seems to have given the idea some
serious consideration.
Recently in Victoria both the government and representatives of the Police and the police union have started making
vague pronouncements about the Adler, even though at present none are in the state and furthermore their
importation into Australia was approved without any hassles by Customs. The deeper concern is that there is
evidence that the SA advisers were prepared to even consider reclassifying all multi-shot longarms above a certain
capacity as C class. Something that would see the destruction of collector’s favourites like the SMLE etc.
In response to these rumours, and the Victorian government's seeming reluctance to stop them, a working group has
been formed in Victoria to begin studying and planning responses if the move against lever-action and pump-action
longarms gathers momentum. The group at present consists of Fishers and Shooters Party (which has two members
in the Victorian Parliament), SSAA, Field & Game, the Antique & Historical Arms Collectors Guild of Victoria and
dealer's representatives from both the federal and state level. I am informed that at the federal level SSAA and Field
& Game are also willing to be involved. Both the group and its actions are in their early days and currently the major
task is to alert other organizations of this possible threat and where possible gather support.
Now I am aware that rumours about possible threats to ownership of lever-actions and pump-actions have been
floating around for some years and that these have so far not progressed beyond rumour. However it is better to be
aware of these things than to be taken by surprise as tends to happen when governments decide to attack legal gun
owners so I am passing on this for consideration by all of you. Certainly the fact that our biggest firearm owners'
associations are taking this seriously enough to begin funding of research and submissions on the subject warrants
that we collectors also begin to consider the problem.
Regards
Dr Malcolm McKay
Secretary
Antique & Historical Arms Collectors Guild of Victoria, Inc.
The Club also received the information below from a different source but on the same topic!
This is an online petition against the reclassification of the Adler A110 lever action shotgun. Don’t forget they are not
just going for this lever action, they are going for all lever actions and pumps action firearms. Please don't sit on your
hands and say good bye to our collectable Winchester levers and Browning pumps.
Please sign this petition and hope we don't have a repeat of the great government gun theft of 1996.

https://www.change.org/p/queensland-government-queensland-police-service-queensland-weaponslicensing-queensland-weapons-licensing-branch-do-not-re-categorize-lever-action-shotguns-from-category-a

Victoria: Increase in number of guns and weapons seized by police

Victorian police are concerned about the number of guns being seized across the state.
Source: News Limited - June 21, 2015
GUNS are being found in Melbourne’s northwest suburbs every two days in what
Victoria Police acknowledge is an alarming trend.
Long arms, handguns and homemade firearms are being seized by police in increasing
numbers in Broadmeadows, Sunshine and Melton and other suburbs.
Police are also recording a firearms incident every six days, including seizure of weapons,
armed robberies or shootings, according to North West Metro region acting Commander
Mick Hermans. Victoria Police resources have been reallocated to deal with the influx of
weapons in northwest suburbs, which are already typically overrepresented in crime.
But he says they’re not turning into ghettos and rejected the idea that the gun users are
gangsters. ‘’Typically they are people who are known to us, they have a criminal history and
their ages vary,” he said.
The increase in weapons detection is being driven by theft of legitimate guns from shops or
residential burglaries, privately manufactured firearms and weapons being illegally imported
from interstate or overseas, Commander Hermans said.
He said there was a public risk from weapons on Melbourne’s streets, but for the most part
that risk was small.
“The vast majority of this activity is restricted to the criminal environment so the greatest risk
is within that environment for the police who respond or investigate that environment,” he
said.
“But yes it’s absolutely concerning that there is a slight possibility that members of the public
may be exposed to it.”

"De parrot, he is dead....."
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At dawn the telephone rings,
"Hello, Señor Bob? This is Ernesto, the caretaker at your country house."
"Ah yes, Ernesto. What can I do for you? Is there a problem?"
"Um, I am just calling to advise you, Señor Bob, that your parrot, he is dead".
"My parrot? Dead? The one that won the International competition?"
"Si, Señor, that's the one."
"Damn! That's a pity! I spent a small fortune on that bird. What did he die from?"
"From eating the rotten meat, Señor Bob."
"Rotten meat? Who the hell fed him rotten meat?"
"Nobody, Señor. He ate the meat of the dead horse."
"Dead horse? What dead horse?"
"The thoroughbred, Señor Bob."
"My prize thoroughbred is dead?"
"Yes, Señor Bob, he died from all that work pulling the water cart."
"Are you insane? What water cart?"
"The one we used to put out the fire, Señor."
"Good Lord! What fire are you talking about, man?"
"The one at your house, Señor! A candle fell and the curtains caught on fire."
"What the hell? Are you saying that my mansion is destroyed because of a candle?!"
"Yes, Señor Bob."
"But there's electricity at the house! What was the candle for?"
"For the funeral, Señor Bob."
"WHAT BLOODY FUNERAL??!!"
"Your wife's, Señor Bob. She showed up very late one night and I thought she was a thief, so I hit her
with your new Ping G15 204g titanium head golf club with the TFC 149D graphite
shaft."
SILENCE...........
LONG SILENCE.........
VERY LONG SILENCE............
"Ernesto, if you broke that driver, you're in deep shit."

He's my brother
Two young boys walked into a pharmacy one day, picked out a box of tampons and proceeded to the
checkout counter. The pharmacist at the counter asked the older boy, "Son, how old are you?”
‘’Eight’’, the boy replied. The man continued, ‘’Do you know what these are used for? The boy
replied, “Not exactly, but they aren't for me. They're for him. He's my brother. He's four." "Oh,
really?" the pharmacist replied with a grin. "Yes" the boy said. "We saw on TV that if you use these,
you would be able to swim, play tennis and ride a bike. Right now, he can't do none of those?

Law versus Psychology
A man was looking for a place to sit in a crowded university library. He asked a girl "Do you mind if I
sit beside you?"
The girl replied in a loud voice: "NO, I DON'T WANT TO SPEND THE NIGHT WITH YOU
All the people in the library started staring at the man, he was deeply embarrassed and moved to
another table.
After a couple of minutes, the girl walked quietly to the man’s table and said with a laugh
"I study psychology, and I know what a man is thinking: I guess you felt embarrassed, right?"
The man responded in a very loud voice: "$500 FOR ONE NIGHT? ....... THAT'S TOO MUCH!"
All the people in the library looked at the girl in shock.
The man whispered to her: "I study law, and I know how to screw people".

